Rabbi Tendler Quits,
Dr. Peter Singer to Head Department of Ethics

by Dr. Jack Kevorkian

After coming to the realization that Judaism is all a hoax and that people only register for his shiur because they don't need to show up, Rabbi Dr. Moshe Tendler (now known as Cardinal John McTender) quit his post as Head of the Biology and Ethics Department at Yeshiva University, instead choosing to hit the road as a Christian Missionary and door-to-door Bible Salesman. After an extended search for a new Professor that lasted three minutes, the University has hired controversial Princeton ethicist and child-hating Australian with a chemical imbalance, Dr. Peter Singer to head the Department.

In the tradition of all RIETS heads, Singer will now take on the title of Rabbi Dr. Peter Singer. Singer’s first order of business was to murder all retarded Yeshiva students and administrators, (funeral services for one stupid facilities head will be held at an undisclosed location). The four remaining Sy Sylms students immediately transferred to Yeshiva College. Singer has recently introduced several new courses into the required curriculum, including “Infanticide and You,” “How To Perform Third Semester Abortions with a Hanger in Under Three Minutes,” and “Why Chickens are Smarter than Rabbi Tendler.”

“Rabbi Dr. Norman Lamm, President of Yeshiva and one of Singer’s most avid followers, said, “We are proud that Peter has joined our staff and murdered most of our students. It’s about time a professor takes a stand against stupidity. I might not be Mell, but I am Mell.” Lamm’s “assistant,” Gladys Chemin, added, “It’s better to kill a Syms Student than a healthy horse.”

Tendler, who was last seen playing Frantic Farewell-For Friendly Female

by Woman I. Zer

Last week, a local resident was walking his dog along Amsterdam Avenue, when his stoll was interrupted by an encounter with a lonely female, a woman who has won over the hearts of many main campus students, particularly the residents of the Morgenstern Dormitory, who have been petting the woman and feeding her left-over table scraps for the past month.

When the Washington Heights native and his “best friend” passed by the female, a scuffle ensued between the dog and the woman, two not quite domesticated beings. The dog’s owner promptly decided to intervene and break up the exchange. He soon discovered exactly how difficult taking on the unsuspecting female was taken from her home in the grassy knoll of the Dancinger Quadrangle, and brought to a local shelter. Don Summers, Yeshiva University Chief of Security, oversaw the operation, ensuring that there would remain no threat of harm to any Yeshiva students or Washington Heights residents from the Shafirman’s reject.
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Dean Adler
Really A Rat,
I LOVE PURIM!!!!

Clean, and the entire administration...ah...just take it, better than using a clean T-shirt.
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I have written columns on such demand­ments as well. Depressed now? Good. That's frankly the way it should be. Who ever said that life's all about apple pie and

From here on, everything I write is purely filler to take up as much space as

I honestly don't know what else to write, but it would look really stupid if my column was only two paragraphs. So I'm going to ask each of you for a large favor, because you certainly owe it to me after all

I watched some TV and took a shower. Then I watched some more TV. While watching the tube, I dozed off and proceeded to dream about all the good I can do for the students, and then I took a step back and laughed really hard. And. I mean Really hard! It's great when I can sit back and count my accomplishments with pride. This year

So let's see, today I woke up at 3 p.m.,

I began to think about all that could be

It's great when I can sit back and count my accomplishments with pride. This year

I have written columns on such demand­tings as well. Depressed now? Good. That's frankly the way it should be. Who ever said that life's all about apple pie and

One issue free...ah...just take it, better than using a clean T-shirt.

THE TOILET PAPER

Many Students Feel The Governing Board of The Commentator has been at odds with that of The Observer. However, Purim is a time of joy, and we would therefore like to smooth over our differences. We at The Commentator are willing to put aside all that has transpired this year, as well as the fact that we believe The Observer is an inferior newspaper.

Let’s be friends!

Streaming COMmie Unconsciousness, Again

Who are all these people? new game show: Who wants to marry a Stern Girl? Who invented what Gemara? Will Ephraim and Dudi finish the website in time for megillah? Didn't Sandler graduate? We don't have any alcohol in here at all on the final Purim issue layout night? Oh ok, tomorrow is a fast. What's with all those beer bottles on the windows sill? Got K.D.? Hi fish. Don Fred Kreismannoli. What are we ever going to do with Fish's Goldfin 3000? Subject matter is a big problem here. There is no one left to make fun of. Is the Danciguer quadangle still the only battlefield in Washington Heights? What about the overserved pool? Rabbi Lamm's top priority is new undergraduate housing. Honestly, he told me so, three years ago. How's the new Theater downtown? What about the Opus Dei Catholic Cemetery? Now that was a colossal blunder. We stand by our con­ victions. Who is Mell? Where are Dean Shmidman's marbles? Does Dean Jane have any time for this? News Flash: South Park Mynark replaced by Russian International Mynark, the best in town. Bleich and the boy. Hey OCP's how about us non-accounting majors? Graduate School advisement? Now you're asking for too much. TOY & SAC present a Rosh Chodesh mixer, aka Coed Naked shiar. Ooo, we said a bad word. Polsky is back. Homeowner in trouble. Will some­ body please wash the Tannenbaum, uh I mean the "main" building? Clean the street, close the street, get off the street. Can you spare a little tzedaka? Were you at chick night at the seforim sale? Cubic Zirconium. Mazal Tov Aton and Rachel. When is Gus gonna get a haircut? Why does Aaron get haircuts every day? Observer receives thirty thousand from president's circle and they go ahead and blow it on t-shirts and pens. What about the Observer stock options? They should all get jobs for Sesame Street magazine. While were on the subject, who stole all the Swimsuit issues from the morg mail room? I want my 3-d glasses! Death to the bible journal. Coed plays at the farts festival, who needs it. Its time to get things started on this muppets show. I think a replay of the "Commentator" dorm talks can beat out March madness. Brontosaurs with roaches and no one really gives a bleep. Muss is a rat breeding hall. So why does Adler work in Furst? We dont even talk about Rubin. And the chicks say they're second class citizens. Two words: Mac's. Have you even woken up at 3 a.m., looked in the mirror and thought of aligators? Lamm does its all the time. Dell Kasbab sold to the lowest bidder. So this is Y2K. When will the madness end? Should I send my kids to YU?

WHERE DID I GET THE NAME "GUS" ANYWAY?

ALEX TRAIMAN
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You have a potty mouth.
<NEW YORK> RABBI GOLDSCHMIDT ATTRIBUTES CONSTANT SMILE TO RARE DISORDER

Upon examination, doctors at the Albert Einstein College of Medicine have conclusively diagnosed Rabbi Meir Goldschmidt with Eternally-stonedosis, a rare and contagious disease of the hippocampus that was first found in laboratory mice in Amsterdam, Netherlands and was later re-discovered on the corner of 189th and Amsterdam Avenue, N.Y.C. The prognosis looks good if the Rabbi would just lay off the goods.

<NEW YORK> DEAN ADLER REALLY A RAT

An Einstein laboratory technician recently confirmed that which has been suspected for years: Yeshiva College's Dean Norman Adler is really a rat. Born on the tracks of the New York City Subway System, Adler one day mistakenly wondered onto an uptown "A" train that brought him to Yeshiva's 185th Street Campus. There, Adler filled out a resume to become Dean of YC, and was hired after testing negative for rabies and Hepatitis C. Adler said, "Ha. I had you all fooled for years. Us rats are smarter than you think, one day we'll take over the world." He then bit this reporter and asked Phoebe to feed him table scraps.

<NEW YORK> BIBI FOUND IN BASEMENT OF MORG HALL

Former Israeli Prime Minister Benjamin Netanyahu was found in the basement of Morgenson Hall yesterday, where he has been repeatedly banging a porcelain cup against the radiators for the past three months, creating that annoying clang that has been driving all students crazy. After suffering various third degree burns, Mr. Netanyahu was treated by fifteen first-respond Hatzolah members, released from Presbyterian Hospital and deported back to Jerusalem, where he will continue to make a public mockery of himself in international newspapers.

<NEW YORK> JEFF SOCOL REALLY LOVE CHILD OF GOLDA MeIR AND HUMPTY DUMPTY

It was recently discovered that chemically imbalanced Director of Facilities Management, Jeffrey Socol, is the offspring of former Israeli Prime Minister Golda Meir and Vice President of Business Affairs, Humpty Dumpty. Upon realization of what she gave birth to, Baby Jeff was apparently placed in a basket and thrown into the Dead Sea. He floated to the Harlem River, where he was reunited with his biological father and appointed head of a department he still cannot spell. When asked to comment, Jeff mustered his usual unintelligible rant that was later translated to mean, "My cell-phone is on vibrate and I'm not going to answer it."

<NEW YORK> LIGHTNING STRIKES BELFER, SYMS STUDENTS EXPERIENCE MOMENT OF BRILLIANCE

A strange stroke of lightning hit the roof of Belfer last week, causing hundreds of frightened Syms students to momentarily experience a flash of brilliance, finally realizing how extraordinarily-challenged they ordinarily are. The temporarily smart students didn't know what to do with themselves. Some ran to the registration office and quickly enrolled in YC, while others dashed to the computer room and discovered the "wonderful world of online Mesorah." Unfortunately, the spurt of brilliance lasted only fifteen minutes, and most of the students could not recall the incident later. One Syms student remarked, "Yeah money is so cool man."

<NEW YORK> YESHIVA FORMALLY TURNS YC INTO HIGH-SCHOOL

Following the fiasco of last years failed attempt to shut down the Marsha Stern Talmudical Academy, the Yeshiva administration recently decided to turn the entire college into a high school. A similar idea was reportedly formulated and tested several years ago, when the Syms School of Business began as a sick joke to morph camp with college. Said one YC student of the newly revised plan, "I'm Mell."

<NEW YORK> SHIRLEY ADOPTS CEL LEVINSON

In a move that has shocked the University, Shirley Auslandes, Queen of ESS, has legally adopted "retired" Deans Office secretary Cel Levinson. Cel, known as "My gimp" is being kept in a box under Shirley's desk, where she is repeatedly kicked and made fun of whenever Shirley feels like it. He was adopted Levinson because she has grown to miss the affectationy glances and warm interactions that had previously transpired between the two. When asked to comment, Cel said, "I can't talk, it's time for my nap."

<NEW YORK> FIFTH FLOOR OF RUBIN PAINTED BLUE, "ARTISTIC STUDENTS DEMONSTRATE"

The fifth floor of Rubin Hall, which for years has been paint-pink and has housed many of Yeshiva's "more liberal" students, was painted blue this week by Facilities Management, initiating harsh student demonstrations outside Jeff Socol's Office. The artistically-liberal students stood outside Socol's office for hours, chanting "We demand equal rights and pink walls," breaking every fifteen minutes to pumper up. In the end, the students were escorted to the village to spend the rest of the evening searching for inspiration.

<NEW YORK> HOLLY HAAHR MARRIES ENTIRE STAFF OF CONFISCATOR

In a massive wedding that lasted about twenty minutes, Yeshiva's prettiest French teacher Holly Haaehr married the entire staff of the Confiscator. The ceremony took place in the faculty lounge on the fifth floor of Furst Hall and was officiated
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CAMPUS NEWS BRIEFS:

<nEw York> SHELDON SOCOL QUITS POST, BECOMES POTATO CHIP TESTER FOR LAYS

Surprising the administration and the undercover IRS agents that hang out near his office, Sheldon Socol this week announced his resignation and explained that he has accepted a more gratifying job elsewhere. The Confiscator has learned that Socol was hired last week as the head potato chip tester for the Lays Corporation. His duties include eating potato chips. Socol commented, "Laundraing money gets better after so many years. I wanted to take a job doing something I like, and I really like potato chips. I too am Mell."

<nEw York> RABBI LAMM NOT JEWISH

An undercover reporter was able to ascertain recently, beyond a shadow of a doubt, that Doctor Norman Lamm, is not Jewish. After presenting him with hard core DNA evidence funded by Barry Scheck’s Innocence Project, Lamm confessed, "You got me. I admit, I’m not Jewish. My real name is Saint Nicholas Paul Jeffers and I was born in the bowels of the Vatican." Lamm was immediately forced to vacate his post as President of Yeshiva, and has been put in chrem by all the rabbis who have not already placed him there. Furthermore, all his books written on Jewish law will be removed from Judaic humor shelves at schools, synagogues, and libraries around the world.

<nEw York> LEO TAUBES STILL NOT FIRED

Last week, the contracts of Yeshiva professors were reviewed, and it was found that Leo Taubes, Professor of English, is still not fired. Many students were appalled, citing Taubes’ constant griping and tendency to fail every student leader as reason enough to terminate his contract. "Rabbi" Lamm was not available for comment, but his secretary, Gladys Chemin, said, "Why don't you climb to the roof of Furst Hall and see if you can touch the sidewalk."

<nEw York> DOUGIE’S SICK OF YESHIVA STUDENTS

Douglas Dougstein, owner of Doug Stein, said in an exclusive interview with WYUR that he is simply tired of Yeshiva students coming to his restaurant. Although he has made a fortune off students in the past, Dougied said "I can’t stand looking at those snot-nosed rodents... If I need to see another Yeshiva student I’m going to vomit poppers." In an unrelated story, members of VSCC committed suicide yesterday in a mansion while wearing Nike sneakers.
You’d be smiling too if you were about to turn 100.

Norman Lamm, ‘Rabbi,’ doesn’t need glasses, a hearing aid, or even a successor.

We talked to Doctor Lamm through his secretary at his office. Norm, a certified public ‘Rabbi’, will soon be 100 and has probably been preaching Torah U’Maddah longer than anyone else in America. What are his secrets? Norm says he doesn’t have any. But his secretary, with the approval of Public Relations, did agree to answer some questions.

What’s the best way to achieve longevity? Stay as far from the students as is humanly possible.

You have been very successful financially. I’ve done alright.

What is your financial strategy?
I have been advised not to answer that question.

Any other money secrets?
Getting money isn’t the main thing. Trick others into thinking that the money is tied up long term, while it is readily available is a goal too.

Do you have trouble sleeping at night?
As a matter of fact, I often wake up at four in the morning, look myself in the mirror, and think about alligators.

Happy Birthday, Norm.
Rabbi Arrested For Urinating On Campus

BY MY MOTHER

An MYP Rosh Yeshiva, whose name is being withheld because his family used the Jewish mafia to threaten our lives, was caught urinating on Yeshiva property this week by security. The Rabbi was dancing under the influence at the Purim chagigah when he realized that he was about lose control of his bladder. He then ran outside where he peed unsparingly on the Dancinger Quadrangle just as a New York Police Officer was driving by.

As the officer was approaching him, the Rabbi scooped a pile of dirt from a nearby flower pot in order to purify his hands. The police man attempted to question him, but the Rabbi could not respond because he was in the middle of saying "Asher Yatzar." The officer arrested the religious figure, charging him with indecent exposure, improper public conduct and misuse of a blackhat.

Yeshiva Public Relations Department refused to comment on the issue, but Dean Juseionowyk said, "I don't have the time for this." "I am Mell and I think of alligators all the time," added 'Rabbi' Lamm.

In the end, the Rabbi was released from jail because it was learned that he had an unusual medical condition that causes him to urinate whenever he consumes large quantities of alcoholic beverages while dancing with sweaty men.
The Governing Board of *The Toilet Paper*, in celebration of the year 2000, has selected five Jews of the Common Era listed in Random Order.

### Jesus H. Christ, Shlita

His overwhelming public approval is reason enough to have Jesus, or God as he likes to be called, top our list, but once we reviewed his portfolio we knew there was no question. Despite inadvertently causing more Jews to die than live in New York City, Jesus's contribution to our society seconds none. By founding his own religion, Jesus created the biggest rivalry since Macs vs. Mount St. Mary. He revolutionized for, is his founding of a religion, which while being responsible for the mass destruction of events such as the crusades, claims to be peaceful.

### Joyce Jesionowski

Dean Joyce Jesionowski was nominated for the list despite alleged rumors that she is not Jewish; however, she declined to submit a bio of major accomplishments due to a lack of time on her part. Nevertheless we place her on our list of Five Jews of the Common Era due to a lack of time on our part to think of another qualified nominee.

### Alex Traiman

Traiman is best known and loved as being the self-proclaimed leader of the vicious gang on campus known as the Commentators. Under his guidance, this gang has attacked, razed, and raped everything held dear on campus. Whether it is his completely evil activities or his commands of "kill" to his editors, he has been able to hide his devilish regard with his "pretty face" and "quick wit." Unbeknownst to the fair ladies in midtown, he often flashes his pearly white smile, without showing his razor-sharp teeth underneath. But his greatest contribution to the Commentator and the Jewish people at large is his laissez-faire style of editing, responsible for the lack of newspapers printed this year to date.

### Dr. Norman Lamm

A distinguished rabbi, philosopher, teacher, and author, "Rabbi" Lamm was elected president of Yeshiva University in August of 1976, succeeding Dr. Samuel Belkin and Dr. Bernard Revel. He is the University's third president and the first native-born American to head the nation's oldest and most comprehensive institution of higher learning under Jewish auspices.

After receiving smicha from the Presbyterian Polytechnic Institute of South Carolina in 1763 and a doctorate in reptile reproduction from Hindenburg University in Berlin, "Rabbi" Dr. Norman Lamm set off for California where he was put in charge of the cold blooded division at the San Diego Zoo. He lost his position when he was caught one night digging through the mud in the alligators' tanks, reportedly looking for buried eggs with which to start his own alligator colony. Disgraced and unemployed, Lamm hitch hiked his way to New York where he was hired as a cashier in a Manhattan pet store. With a lot of free time on his hands, Lamm decided to pen a thesis that would ultimately destroy the human race and allow alligators to dominate the earth. And thus Torah U'maddah was born. His dissertation was published in a Bible magazine, and soon read by high-level Yeshiva administrators, who also promote reptilian domination. Lamm was soon invited to join the teaching faculty of Yeshiva, where he remained for several hundred years, outliving his friends and eventually becoming president.

### Aaron Klein

Self-proclaimed god of all things Yeshiva University, Klein has succumbed to the philosophy "If it's better than you, make fun of it in the newspaper." And he has. During his career of attacking anything that doesn't fall his way, Klein has published articles on everything in *YU* from our esteemed President's Circle to the missing NY Times machines. With the fury of a full-blown temper tantrum, Klein caused more controversy by reporting on the alleged intended misuse of an eight million dollar donation than Lewinsky did when she lickedit her way into our living rooms. But all his Commie achievements pale when considering his greatest contribution to the Jewish American population: Going around campus, stealing his own newspapers and blaming it on the administration while leaking the story to the New York Times.
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